Please see today’s briefing for my Administration’s continued response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Please do not hesitate to contact my team with your questions or concerns. I remain committed to protecting our City’s health by using every resource available to us. - Mayor Bernard C. “Jack” Young

Baltimore City Count:

5,054 confirmed cases, 228 deaths
as of 3:00PM May 27, 2020 via coronavirus.baltimorecity.gov/

Community Toolkit

1. Share our information - Help us get important information out about COVID-19 by sharing our graphics:
coronavirus.baltimorecity.gov/infographics-0

2. Lending a hand - We greatly appreciate the outpouring of support for Baltimore’s response to COVID-19. Volunteer opportunities here:
coronavirus.baltimorecity.gov/how-get-involved-covid-19

3. COVID-19 Online Dashboard - Access information about the number of COVID-19 cases with breakdowns by race, zip code, age, gender. coronavirus.baltimorecity.gov/

4. BMORE Alert - Register for BMORE alert system by texting bmore alert to 99411 or via emergency.baltimorecity.gov/bmore-alert

5. Multilingual Resources - Information in other languages related to the City’s COVID-19 response: mima.baltimorecity.gov/coronavirus

6. COVID-19 Presser Updates - View the most recent COVID-19 response press event here: youtube.com/channel/UCasQyD1K4yMq3Hi_0RQ0jfA

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mayor Bernard C. “Jack” Young Announces Modifications to City’s Stay at Home Order

Beginning today, the following retail businesses can provide curbside pickup, by walkup or vehicle, as long as the business adheres to social distancing guidance. Outdoor exercise classes with 10 or fewer people are allowed, but all participants must wear a face cloth covering and maintain 6 or more feet of separation from others.

Baltimore City COVID-19 Update

Yesterday, Mayor Young announced adjustments to the stay-at-home executive order effective May 27th at 9:00am to allow for:

- Curbside retail pickup, walkup or by vehicle, that adheres to social distancing (maintaining six feet distance from others) and the use of facial coverings including:
  - Clothing stores
  - Gift stores
  - Home good stores
  - Personal/beauty product stores
  - Shoe stores
- Outdoor exercise classes with 10 or fewer people

What do I do if I think I have COVID-19?

- If your symptoms are mild, call your primary care doctor.
- If you don’t have a doctor, call 211 and ask for a list of local clinics, or visit bit.ly/baltclinic.
- Only go to the ER if your symptoms are severe. coronavirus.baltimorecity.gov
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Telephone Town Hall

You’re invited to join Mayor Jack Young for a Telephone Town Hall, Thursday May 28th at 4PM to discuss the city’s continued response to the Coronavirus pandemic along with our Health Commissioner, Dr. Dzirasa.

The Telephone Town Hall is free to join, just dial (855) 756-7520 ext. 61675#

Call (855) 756-7520 Ext. 61675# to participate
coronavirus.baltimorecity.gov

IMPORTANT REMINDERS

Now Hiring Job Board

The Mayor’s Office of Employment Development updates their COVID-19 job board with new jobs daily. With dozens of employers looking to fill positions, this is a great place to search for a new job. moed.baltimorecity.gov/job-seekers/now-hiring

We appreciate all of our essential employees who are working during these challenging times. Today we recognize these essential employees:

We appreciate Charles Penny and Meg Young!
Department of Transportation’s Transit Bureau
For nearly two months, Charles and Meg have been integral to the City’s food delivery efforts helping to coordinate the delivery of up to 10,000 meals a day to Baltimore’s elderly and most vulnerable populations. During the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic, the City of Baltimore was able to recognize that seniors run the highest mortality rate during this health emergency. Thanks to Charles, Meg, and DOT GIS, the City of Baltimore provided strategic components that allowed seniors to received meals in a three-hour window alleviating travel limitations to seniors.
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